1973 dodge d100 wiring diagram

Viewed:5, times - 6 minute 42 second ago Downloaded: 26 times - 2 year, day, 21 hour, 15
minute, 26 second ago Category: Dodge. The intent is to provide data representative of the
years through perhaps , pulled from various years The intent is to provide data representative of
the years through perhaps , pulled from various years of Dodge truck shop and parts manuals,
Hollanders, Motors, and other odd manuals and literature, original and otherwise. I've included
specs on the D Series trucks of those years and weight range. This kind of info is invaluable in
deciding what can be made to work with what. For instance, you've got a good drive train but
the frame and body are shot. Will a D frame be as strong as a W? Will the springs interchange?
These specs will answer a lot of those questions. Also, check out the incredible Fargo Power
Wagon brochure, to the right. This baby has the best pictures and descriptions I have ever seen
for most of the various implements available from the factory for use on Power Wagons.
Complete installation instructions and lifetime technical support Read More. As the fastest
growing demand of circuit and wiring diagram for automotive and electronics on internet based
on different uses such as electronic hobbyists, students, technicians and engineers than we
decided to provide free circuit and wiring diagram base on your needed. To find circuit and
wiring diagram now a day its easy. E-learning through internet as a right place to search an
exact circuit and wiring diagram of your choice and it's much fun and knowledgable. On internet
you will find thousands of electronic circuit diagrams some are very good designed and some
are not. So you have to modify them to make them according to your needs but some circuits
are ready to make and require no changes. There are many types of circuit and wiring diagrams
some are very easy to build and some are very complicated, some are so small and some
contain huge list of parts. We provides free best quality and good designed schematic diagrams
our diagrams are free to use for all electronic hobbyists, students, technicians and engineers.
We also provides a full educational system to students new to electronics. If you are new to
electronics you are a student or a electronic hobbyist and want to increase your knowledge in
electronics or want to understand electronics in a very easy way so this is the right place for
you we provide electronics beginner guide tutorials to easily understand complicated electronic
theory. Our mission is to help students and professionals in their field. Posted by: Liliana On:
23 Mar, Viewed:5, times - 6 minute 42 second ago Downloaded: 26 times - 2 year, day, 21 hour,
15 minute, 26 second ago Category: Dodge. Related Posts. Get daily update. Electronic Hub.
Recent Views:. Displacement Cu. Compression Ratio. Horsepower 1 Brake , Torque 1 , Max
variation between cyls. Firing Order. Basic Timing. Recommended Governed Speed Full Load.
Camshaft -. Bearing Clearance. End Play. Bearing Diameter 1. Camshaft Drive. Connecting Rods
-. Standard Bearing Clearance. Maximum Allowable. Maximum Out of Round. Maximum Taper.
End Play , 2 Rods. Bearing Diameter. Bearing Width. Bearing Material Con. Steel-Backed Babbit.
Crankshaft -. Main Bearing Clearance. Bearing Material Main. Vibration Damper. Steel-Backed
Yes. Steel-Backed -. Cylinders -. Maximum Allowable Taper. Maximum Allowable Out of Round.
Reconditioned Working Limits. Pistons -. Clearance Top Land. Skirt Top. Service Fit Feeler.
Pounds Pull. Piston Pin Diameter. Clearance in Piston. Interference Pressed In. Thumb Press.
Selective Full Floating. Valves -. Face Angle, Intake. Seat Angle. Stem Type, Intake. Stem
Diameter, Intake. Head Diameter, Intake. Hardened Inserts. Guides, Removable. Stem Clearance,
Intake. Lift, Intake. Positive Rotators Exhaust. Timing, Intake - Opens. Exhaust - Opens. None No
0. Alloy Steel Ex Yes 0. All Stellite Faced No No 0. Tappets -. Adjusting Screw. Body Diameter.
Clearance in Block. Clearance Hot , Intake. Mechanical Self-Locking - - 0. Mechanical
Self-Locking - 0. Oil Pump -. Normal Pressure, psi. At rpm. Capacity, gpm. Intake Screen Type.
Crankcase Capacity Less Filter. Rotor Camshaft External 50 engine 2. Rotor Camshaft External
40 engine 2. Fixed 5. Dual Throat Downdraft. Main Metering Jet, Standard. One Step Lean. Two
Steps Lean. Step-up Wire, Standard. Power Jet. Adjustments -. Float Setting. Choke Unloader
wide open kick. Idle Mixture Screw s turns open. Idle Speed curb idle. Fast Idle Cam Position.
Vacuum Kick Adjustment. Bowl Vent closed throttle. Choke -. Hand - -. Has two stage power jet.
Six Cylinder Exhaust Systems. D, D , W, W D, D , WM Welded to Muffler. Tailpipe Diameter.
Manifold Heat Control. Straight Through with Restrictor 30 in. Yes 1. Straight Through with
Restrictor 22 in. Yes 2. Straight Through with Restrictor 18 in. Eight Cylinder Exhaust Systems.
Straight Through with Restrictor 35 in. D, D W, W D Extra Equip. W, Ext. D thru W thru Extra
Equip. Number of Forward Speeds. Power Take-off Location. Shift Lever. Lubricant Capacity
Pints. Synchro-Shift - Chrysler 3 - 1. Synchro-Shift - Chrysler T87E 3 - 1. DFloor 6. Semi-Synchro
Dual P. New Process 4 1. On Trans. Synchro-Shift Single P. New Process D 4 1. Five Speeds.
Synchro-Shift Dual P. On Trans 9. New Process 5 1. I include the because it can be made to
work with the bell housings. U-joints are the same as the heavy duty W and W drive train. This
may or may not be true for the D, D Six Cylinder. Pressure Plate. Facing Thickness. Inside
Diameter. Outside Diameter. Number of Pressure Springs. Number of Colors. Total Pressure,
Lbs. Facing Material. Release Bearing Type. Pilot Bearing Type. Number of Splines. Hub Spline

Diameter. Master Cylinder Bore. Slave Cylinder Bore. One Plate 0. Transfer Case. Number of
Speeds. Lubricant Capacity Pts. TE 2 1. Power Take-off. Opposite Engine. Oil pump located in
transfer case. Driven Front Axle. Capacity Lbs. Caster No Load. King Pin Inclination. Toe-In At
Hub Height. Clearance to Bushing. Turning Angle. Lubrication Capacity Pts. Non-Driven Front
Axle. D Crew Cab D King Pin Diameter inches. Caster Loaded. No Load. Caster varies with front
and rear spring loads frame slope and therefore should be checked when the vehicle is loaded.
If vehicle wanders caster should be increased. If steering effort is very high, especially when
taking corners, caster should be decreased. While this data is listed in the Dodge truck service
manual only for the non-driven front axles, I include it here for its potential in trouble shooting
steering issues on trucks with driven front axles, especially those that have suffered excessive
lift. Rear Axle. W W, D Number of Differential Pinions. Drive Gear Pitch Diameter. Number of
Teeth, Drive Gear. Semi Floating Hypoid Chry. RA36 2 8. Full Floating Hypoid Chrysler R65 4 9.
Full Floating Hypoid Spicer 70 4 Full Floating Hypoid F 4 Full Floating Hypoid H 4 Check out my
Torsen. Not available with Dual Wheels. Service Brakes. Type - Front. Size - Front. Attaching
Method - Front. Thickness - Front. Arc per Piece - Front. Master Cylinder Bore Diameter. Wheel
Cylinder Bore Dia. Pedal Free Travel. The Uni-Servo brake wheel cylinder has only one piston
which applies pressure directly to only one shoe. That shoe in turn transmits the pressure, via
the adjuster, to the second shoe which is anchored against the blind side of the wheel cylinder.
This compared to the more common Duo-Servo where the wheel cylinder has two opposed
pistons applying force to both shoes against the adjuster joining them at the end opposite the
cylinder. Lockheed type brake adjustment is obtained by rotating individual eccentric bolts
which replace the more conventional floating adjuster. Correct leading and trailing shoe
adjustment is crucial to satisfactory brake performance. When adjusted correctly, however, the
brakes perform very well. The WM Lockheed type brake wheel cylinders have different bore
diameters fore and aft on each wheel cylinder. Can't remember which is larger and I'm sure as
hell not going to take it apart just to find out for you. Brake Booster. Don't have much info to
impart on brake boosters at this point. According to the Chrysler Parts Catalog the D was not
offered with a booster. When I get an opportunity I'll dig through Hollanders and another
interchange manual that I've got to see if I can deduce a little more about the damn things.
Meanwhile, if anybody has additional info, I'd appreciate hearing it. Manual Steering Gear. W, D
D, D D, D, D, D W, D Front Axle Capacity Lbs. Gear Ratio. Arm Length In. Column Diameter In.
Steering Wheel Diameter In. Worm Bearing Pre-load inch-pounds - Required to keep worm shaft
moving. W, W 6. D, D 17 in. W, W, D in. All Lb. W in. Others in. Extra Eq. W D Number of Studs.
Bolt Circle diameter. Tire Size. Disc 15 in. Disc 16 in. Disc Std. Cast Spoke Extra Eq. W only.
Only size offered on the W W Crew Cab. Standard Equipment. Length inches. Width inches.
Number of Leaves. Type of Bushings. Capacity lbs. Extra Equipment. W Series - Rear. Rubber -.
Variable rate. D Crew Cab. Town Panel, Town Wagon, and Express - 7 leaves, lbs. Variable rate,
plus Lb. Frame Dimensions. Wheelbase in. D Series lbs. Width of Frame, Rear in. Front in. Side
Rails, W Series, Height in. Width in. Thickness in. Section Modulus. D Series, Height in. Town
Wagon and Panel side rails 6. For D frames lengths " - ". Dodge Full Line Specifications also
lists a " frame, 9. This system consists of a special pulse-sending distributor, an electronic
control unit, a two-element ballast resistor, and a special ignition coil. The ignition primary
circuit is connected from the battery, through the ignition switch I1 , through the primary side of
the ignition coil, to the control unit pin 2 where it is grounded. The secondary circuit is the same
as in conventional ignition systems: from the secondary side of the coil, the coil wire to the
distributor, the rotor, the spark plug wires, and the spark plugs. The magnetic pulse distributor
is also connected to the control unit. As the distributor shaft rotates, the distributor reluctor
turns past the pick-up unit. As the reluctor turns past the pick-up unit, each of the eight teeth on
the reluctor pass near the pick-up unit once during each distributor revolution two crankshaft
revolutions since the distributor runs at one-half crankshaft speed. As the reluctor teeth move
close to the pick-up unit, the magnetic rotating reluctor induces voltage into the magnetic
pick-up unit. This voltage pulse is sent to the ignition control unit from the magnetic pick-up
unit pins 4 and 5. When the pulse enters the control unit, it signals the control unit to interrupt
the ignition primary circuit. This causes the primary circuit to collapse and begins the induction
of the magnetic lines of force from the primary side of the coil into the secondary side of the
coil. This induction provides the required voltage to fire the spark plugs. Firing order diagram
for engine:. Firing Order For all Dodge V-8 Motorhome engines: Left side cylinders are
numbered from front Right side cylinders are numbered from front The point at which each
spark plug fires is variable and is controlled by:. Initial Timing Advance setting This is the
reference point upon which all engine timing is based. Timing advance is required because it
takes time to burn the air-fuel mixture. Igniting the mixture before the piston reaches top dead
center TDC will allow the mixture to fully burn soon after the piston reaches TDC. If the air-fuel

mixture is ignited at the correct time, maximum pressure in the cylinder will occur sometime
after the piston reaches TDC allowing the ignited mixture to push the piston down the cylinder
with the greatest force. If the ignition spark occurs at a position that is too advanced relative to
piston position, the rapidly expanding air-fuel mixture can actually push against the piston still
moving up, causing detonation and lost power. If the spark occurs too retarded relative to the
piston position, maximum cylinder pressure will occur after the piston is already traveling too
far down the cylinder. This results in lost power, high emissions, and unburned fuel. Note:
Seeing the timing marks and reference plate on a can be difficult. You normally have to turn the
front wheels to the left and get up inside the right front wheel well to see the timing marks. Even
then, you may have to unbolt the radiator overflow container and move it out of your way to see
the timing marks. Location of timing tab on front of engine tab is located on drivers side of
water pump :. Close up of a Timing tab aligned with timing marl on harmonic balancer:. Rotor
position with 1 cylinder at TDC on compression stroke pointing at alternator :. Relationship of 1
plug wire white tape to distributor cap hold down clamp:. Mecanical Advance Ignition timing has
to become increasingly advanced relative to TDC as the engine speed increases so that the
air-fuel mixture has the correct amount of time to fully burn. As the engine speed increases, the
time available to burn the mixture decreases but the burning itself proceeds at the same speed,
it needs to be started increasingly earlier to complete in time. An increasing mechanical
advancement of the timing takes place with increasing engine speed. This is possible by using
the law of inertia. Weights and springs inside the distributor rotate and affect the timing
advance according to engine speed by altering the angular position of the timing sensor shaft
with respect to the actual engine position. This type of timing advance is also referred to as
centrifugal timing advance. The amount of mechanical advance is dependent solely on the
speed at which the distributor is rotating. Vacuum Advance The second method used to
advance the ignition timing is called vacuum timing advance. It increases fuel economy and
driveability, particularly at lean mixtures. A vacuum chamber on the side of the distributor
automatically varies the instant at which the spark occurs as a function of manifold vacuum.
Vacuum advance provides the additional advance that is needed when the engine is operating
at part throttle. At part throttle less air-fuel mixture gets into the cylinders and the mixture takes
longer to burn after it is ignited. Because the mixture burns more slowly, the piston will be past
top dead center and moving down before the mixture has a chance to burn and produce high
power. As a result much of the power in the fuel will be lost. The vacuum advance mechanism
consists of a flexible spring-loaded diaphragm connected by a linkage to a plate on which the
magnetic pick-up is mounted breaker plate on which the points are mounted for non-electronic
ignition systems. The sealed side of the diaphragm is connected by a tube to the carburetor.
The throttle valve butterfly is below the vacuum passage port in the carburetor air horn so there
is no vacuum advance when the engine is idling because the throttle is closed. However, when
the throttle is partly open, intake manifold vacuum pulls the diaphragm in and this causes the
breaker plate to rotate a few degrees and advance the timing. With wide-open throttle there is
very little vacuum in the intake manifold so there will be no vacuum advance. In most instances
the vacuum advance is disconnected before checking the timing and point gap non-electronic
ignition systems. In summary:. Vacuum advance plate action:. In response to emission control
requirements, in Dodge added a emission control sytem which senses engine temperature in
order to regulate the vacuum advance system when the engine is hot or cold. This system
increases the advance when the engine is cold by allowing engine manifold vacuum to also be
used when the engine is cold. Once the engine is warmed up, normal ported vacuum is used. At
low temperature the advance allows the enriched warm-up mixture to burn more completely,
providing better and cleaner cold-engine running. Bypassing jumpering around the
Compensating Resistor for extended periods of time will damage the ECM. Carry a spare Ballast
Resistor in your on-board toolkit instead. Ballast Resistor 0. This resistance is used to prevent
high current damage to the coil at low engine RPM. Coil Develops the high voltage required for
the spark plugs. Determines the length of high voltage pulse. Starting in , Chrysler began using
a revolutionary new electronic ignition system. This system replaced the conventional points
type distributor with a magnetic pickup coil and electronic control unit ECU. This system
eliminated routine maintenance and replacement of ignition components and provided better
timing accuracy, more spark and higher RPM limits. This new ignition system introduced the
electronic control unit ECU , which was mounted to the firewall or inner fender. The distributor
remained basically the same except for the pickup coil that was mounted in place of the points
and the reluctor that replaced the rotor. The distributor retained the same housing and vacuum
advance system that was used on points type ignition systems. The theory of operation is very
simple. The reluctor is similar to the rotor of a points type system, except it has vertical vanes
that protrude from the side. As the distributor turns, these vanes pass very close to the core of

the pickup coil. This induces a small electrical pulse into the coil, which is sent to the ECU. The
ECU acts as an amplifier for these pulses and in turn sends a much larger pulse to the ignition
coil. The coil acts the same way as in a points type system and produces the high voltage
needed to fire the spark plugs. Chrysler's electronic ignition was used on all and '74 vehicles
and on and newer vehicles that did not use Electronic Lean Burn, or Electronic Spark Control.
Because Chrysler engineers chose to make the electronic ignition system a drop-in replacement
when it was introduced, it is very easy to adapt it to earlier vehicles or those later vehicles that
did not originally use it. Many owners are faced with having to deal with less than ideal ignition
systems, especially those who own mid to late 70's or early 80's V8 powered Chrysler products.
Cars of this era were largely equipped with what Chrysler originally called Electronic Lean Burn.
It was supposed to be the next great advancement in electronic ignition control. It was a
computerized system that took input from various sensors and then used pre-programmed data
for delivering precise ignition timing. Unfortunately, it was plagued with over-complexity and
the poor choice of attaching the electronics to the side of the air cleaner. This location
subjected the control computer to excess heat and vibration, which often led to failure. Whether
you are converting an earlier ignition system, replacing Lean Burn, or repairing an existing
electronic ignition system, the work is not at all difficult. Because the electronic ignition system
used only a few components, it is easy to work with and troubleshoot. The requirements for
installing an electronic ignition system are as follows:. Fortunately, Mopar Performance has
made it easy to buy most of what you need in a complete kit. Kits are available for the following
applications:. Troubleshooting an electronic ignition system is fairly simple. Once it has been
determined that there is no spark, there are a few quick checks that can be performed to
determine the cause. It can be checked at the leads as they leave the distributor, or on pins 4
and 5 of the ECU connector. When measuring the resistance across the two leads of the pick-up
coil you should see a ohm reading. Always flex the wiring leading to the distributor and to the
ECU while checking the resistance to be sure that there are no breaks in the wiring. You should
also check for 12 volts at pin 1 of the ECU connector when the ignition is in the "on" position. It
is also important that the ECU be securely bolted in place and that bolts provide a good ground
to the ECU housing. The only other lead that is connected to the ECU is the "-" lead to the coil,
which can be checked to insure that it is not broken. Chrysler Electronic Ignition. The other
important component of the electronic ignition system is the ballast resistor. It should be
checked with an ohm meter and should have 1. Typically, a failure of the ballast resistor will
result in the engine starting, but then dying as soon as the key is released from the start
position. It is often handy to have a spare ballast resistor or ECU lying around to use for
troubleshooting. When replacing a points type system, you will need the wiring harness that
goes with the electronic control unit. If you are replacing an Electronic Lean Burn or Electronic
Spark Control system, there are several other things to be considered. While these systems are
of themselves, electronic ignition, they do not use the same components as the regular
electronic ignition system. The spark advance was being generated by the computer, therefore
the distributors lack vacuum and mechanical advance. Many of these distributors also have two
pick-up coils and are not usable with a regular electronic ignition system. Additionally, the
carburetors that were equipped on these cars may lack a vacuum advance port for a
conventional distributor and often need to be re-calibrated for use without the computer. You
can send me mail at: dougc fourforty. The Medium Tonnage went from until using the
"Sweptline" Body style and then changed in to the same sheetmetal that the pickups were using
at the time. They would last in the states until when they, like their bigger brothers, were
dropped. They continued to produced them in Mexico though, through about when
Daimler-Benz bought into Chrysler and the company became Daimler-Chrysler. This was due in
part to Daimler-Benz already having interest in the medium-duty truck market and not wanting
the Dodge Trucks to cut into that segment. They continued to with the pickup style sheetmetal,
and from until their demise, they used the sheetmetal of what is commonly referred to as the
second generation Dodges. They were offered as a , or models. Rumor has it and sources
continue to say that we will once again see medium-tonnage Dodges being offered in the United
States as soon as , offering the and models. This particular page is broken down into the
following years, , , and These were the years in which definite changes could be found in these
trucks. Below are several links for Medium-Duty Literature. Dodge D Literature, Argentina. The
year was , the grille used in the Dodges at the time was only done for '68 and ' The hood was in
it's first year of use and would be the design until '73, the last year for this body style. Available
in GVW's from 12, to 25, lbs. Features like solid all-welded construction with box section beams
at stress points, husky door hinges reinforced deep into doors, thick cushioning rubber body
mounts, and extensive protection against rust. At the same time, several important changes
have been made to modernize the truck's appearance and add more comfort safety. For

example, the front end has been restyled, instrument cluster and controls have been
streamlined, new two-speed wipers have been included as standard equipment, and shoulder
belts have been made available as an option regular lap belts are standard, of course. The
Dodge medium-tonnage conventional cab is just about the most durable tightly built cab going,
and an exceptional value by any truck user's standards. The new standard cab interiors are
color-keyed, complete with color-compatible headliner fabric. Seats are of longwearing heavy
vinyl, with the premium of strong but really comfortable coil-spring construction. And door
handles are recessed safety in fiber glass door trim panels. Check the standard equipment list
below for the many other standard interior features. Above, you'll see the optional Custom
Interior Package. Your Dodge Truck Dealer will be pleased to show you the many refinements
included in this economical option. Also, ask him about the handsome details of the new
Custom Exterior Package option, designed to "dress up" the conventional cab of your choice.
Rear side marker lights, reflectors and identification clearance lights included on stake and
platform models. Crew Cab. A 6-man work crew can travel comfortably in this specially
designed hauler. It's built as a factory production model to give you factory quality control and
save you money, too. The Dodge Crew Cab on a medium-tonnage chassis comes on
wheelbases from " to ", with GVW's that range from 12, to 25, lbs. Delivers stump-pulling power
wherever it touches the ground. This 4-wheel-drive chassis-cab model is essentially like other
Dodge medium-tonnage conventional cab trucks except for its awesome 4 x 4 traction.
Available on " and " wheelbases, the medium-tonnage Power Wagon also comes as a
chassis-cowl model for special body application and as the 6-man Dodge Crew Cab. The years
of and '71 saw trucks built they really incorporated no change from one to the other. The big
change in design from '69 to '70 was that of the grille, cab lights and side marker lights. Beyond
that you had change in GVW's and models offered. The D was once again reoffered, staying off
the options list for ' Separate rear side marker lights and reflectors, and identification and
clearance lights included on stake and platform models. This is one four-wheel-drive model in
the Dodge medium-duty range. Very similar in appearance and specification to other models in
this range except for its tremendous off-the-road performance. It is available on the " - and " wheelbase lengths, as a chassis-cab unit as well as chassis-cowl for special body applications,
and is also available with the Dodge 6-man Crew Cab. Away for six men to travel to and from the
job site in comfort and out of the elements. This is a factory built cab, so the controlled quality
and economy are built right into it. Model years and '73 saw the last use of the Sweptline Style
Sheetmetal. The list of trucks offered was dropped down to just the D, D and D For the most
part, everything else on the trucks remained the same. The three Dodge conventional cab
medium -duty models D, D and D span a GVW range from 13, pounds to 29, pounds, making
them ideal, economically priced units for such applications as dump, can, stake and
tractor-trailer service. The cab is of rugged welded construction with box-section beams at
stress points, heavy-duty recessed door hinges, rubber cab mounts, and extensive rust and
corrosion protection contributing further to long, trouble-free cab life. Other features adding still
more value to these models include standard two-speed windshield wipers and the optional
Custom Cab package. This Dodge cab has earned a reputation for ruggedness under severe
kinds of service, and as a cab that is a great value. The final three years of the medium-tonnage
models in the states saw the introduction of a totally new truck. Gone was the use of the
"Sweptline" sheetmetal, already two years gone from the pickups, and new was the introduction
of the sheetmetal used on the current line of Dodge pickups. Back was the option of a D as well
as a slight increase in GVW for this line. Kary Van. The Dodge medium-duty Kary Van is
available in six body lengths. It comes "road ready" from Dodge. Whatever you're looking for in
a medium-duty Conventional Cab truck, Dodge has it. In addition to the D, D, D, and W models
offered before, there's a brand-new D which fills the gap between the D and the D models. They
all offer a range of wheelbases, springs, axles, and engine options that lets you practically
customize your medium-duty truck to fit your exact requirements. With a GVW range that goes
from 14, pounds to 29, pounds, you can put this husky Dodge medium-duty Conventional Cab
to work as a dump, van, stake, or tractor. Features and equipment on the Dodge medium-duty
trucks include Electronic Ignition System, the solid-state voltage regulator, and an optional
four-speed automatic transmission. Contributing to Dodge Truck dependability are optional
heavy-duty frames and reinforcements made of 50, PSI steel for added strength. Coat hook
Rubber mat--cab floor Ashtray Flip-up glove box Left and right armrests Suspended brake and
clutch pedals Two-speed electric windshield wipers Large rear window Positive Crankcase
Ventilation. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience
and continued support. Product TT This heat shield set offers spark plug wires and boots the
ultimate protection from conductive and radiant heat. View Product Details. These dual-purpose
sleeves enhance performance, reduce misfires, extend plug wire life and will not react with

petroleum products. The double-wall construction keeps the wire and boot cooler in a
high-temperature engine Product DE DEI Easy Loom is the answer to those ugly plastic stock
wire looms. These split loom sleeves from DEI offer a clean, classy way to protect exposed
wires, cables, and hoses. They are easy to install and resistant to abrasion, Product A The
All-in-One harness solution for the Tremec T Magnum transmission comes equipped with all the
connections pre-wired into one harness for a simple installation and ease of use. The small
epoxy sealed controller is Product Relay banks are ideal for powering accessories such as fuel
pumps, water pumps, throttle stops, electric cooling fans, nitrous solenoids, etc. Product AL
Thermo-Flex Aluminum is a composite heat shield material with unlimited uses. The material is
manufactured with a combination of materials to provide abrasion-resistance, thermal
insulation, and physical containment of hoses Express sleeving is a combination of a
high-temperature insulation material and a highly reflective Mylar foil with a Velcro closure. The
sleeving is designed to simply and effectively protect wire, hoses, and cables from Product TP
This high temperature sleeve can be used for ignition wires, spark plug wires and even fuel
lines to prevent vapor lock. Highly flexible and abrasion resistant, it offers maximum protection
against spark loss. Made in USA Product BK. Replacement fuse block screws used on various
GM vehicles. Black phosphate with wax sealer. Correct hardware can make any installation job
easier. Replace your missing or damaged hardware with these quality reproductions Product SP
SPAL wiring kits are a must-have when installing an electric fan. Designed to safely integrate
with OEM wiring harness. Feature a waterproof 40 amp relay, stainless steel switch with
optional switched override capability Product SWK This universal 4 window billet style switch
set comes with a 4 switch driver's control panel, 3 individual window switches, wiring
harnesses and instructions. Note: These window switches are not designed to replace the OE
Product NR These boots install between the jamb and the door to protect the wiring and seal
out the elements. Can be used in vehicles and up. Sold in pairs. The ultra small fuse block can
be mounted in any Reproduction "T" clip used on various late model vehicles to secure the
wiring harnesses within the engine compartment. Correct hardware can make any Product MN
Clean up the wiring in your engine compartment by replacing missing or broken engine wiring
straps. Available in a variety of finishes, all straps fit and function as original Correct hardware
can make any installation job Product Z Required when not using Northern relay harness. Note:
This same pigtail is included on Northern relay harnesses. Use part for Northern relay This
customizable harness may be just what you need. Wiring harnesses just don? This compact
harness has all the basic circuits to get you rolling in no time. This 18 Circuit - 8 Fuse harness
Sold as a package of Product ML Single contact pigtail with with 1 wire. Product H The original
socket assemblies are often missing, cracked or brittle on classic cars. This replacement, heavy
American Autowire Power Plus 13 universal wiring harness. This complete, integrated wiring
system incorporates a factory style pre-wired fuse box, GM steering column and ignition
connections, headlight and floor dimmer American Autowire Builder 19 wiring harness kits offer
big power in a small panel! Great for tight wiring spots in your custom car, truck or what ever
vehicle you own, these Builder 19 wiring harnesses incorporate a slim fuse Painless
Performance high amp alternator wiring kit. This includes a high amp inline fuse with protected
fuse holder, all necessary ring terminals, heat shrink, and a detailed set of diagrams and step by
step instructions to Installing air conditioning to your hot rod with dual electric cooling fans?
Need cooling fan relays to operate off a thermostatic switch and when your AC is on? Then this
dual activation cooling fan relay set by Painless Product AM Designed to help correct bouncy,
or spiking tachometer operation caused by points or noisy ignitions. Close Notification. Toll
Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid
Detail. DEI Easy Loom split wire sleeve installation tool for mm lines. This harness is used for
wiring your T magnum reverse lockout solenoid. Wiring Harness "T" Clip, 1. Northern Single
Fan Pigtail Connector. Female 56 Series Double. Single Contact Pigtail. Builder 19 Wiring
Harness - Universal Harness. High Amp Alternator Kit Amp. Auto Meter Tachometer Signal
Filter. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form, please contact us
during normal business hours. Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We
appreciate your patience and continued support. See results below for Dodge D Parts. Classic
Industries is America's first choice for Dodge D parts and accessories. Product TT
Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of a high temperature fabric laminated to a highly reflective
Mylar foil. It provides protection from radiant heat for hoses and wires. View Product Details.
Quality stainless steel straps with the dependable multi-lock system. The narrow width straps
come with the multi-lock already attached - just insert the end and pull to tighten. Made in USA.
To finish off a clean and well-protected Exhaust Insulating Wrap application it is recommended
to use the Hi-Heat Coating. The coating will protect the wrap from abrasion and harmful liquid
spills. Extra resins and binders This heat shield set offers spark plug wires and boots the

ultimate protection from conductive and radiant heat. These dual-purpose sleeves enhance
performance, reduce misfires, extend plug wire life and will not react with petroleum products.
The double-wall construction keeps the wire and boot cooler in a high-temperature engine This
new silicone-coated fiberglass fire sleeving is designed to protect wires, cables and hoses from
high-temperature exposure, liquid spills and occasional exposure to flame. The high-quality
sleeving is made from braided Product K Excellent on headlight covers, taillight lenses, bug
deflectors, instrument covers, Unprotected rubber hoses and plastic or rubber insulated wiring
can dry out, melt or crack over time. Wrapping headers maintains hotter exhaust gases that exit
the system faster through decreased density. Increased exhaust Use your imagination and you
will find many uses for this heat-reflecting mat. It can be used in applications to protect painted
The Turbo Insulating Set is designed to protect and improve performance of the turbo. This
universal set will help reduce turbo lag. This ultra gloss polish uses extremely fine polishing
agents to eliminate swirl marks and hairline scratches while preparing a blemish free surface for
final finishing. Provides longer buffing time to create an exceptionally Rapidly remove light
scratches, swirls, key scratches, fingernail scratches, and other imperfections. Will eliminate
One-step color brightener and sealer, specially formulated for black and other dark color paints.
Quickly and effectively removes fine swirl marks and cobweb scratches, while leaving a darker,
more reflective finish. Product BBK BBK Varitune mufflers are the first of their kind in the
aftermarket fully adjustable performance Mufflers. They can be adjusted for sound and exhaust
flow by simply moving the adjustment screw in or out from underneath the Product ACP. The
compact SD7B10 is one of the most popular aftermarket compressors on the market. It features
a polished finish, a double V-groove clutch, Product ACN. It features a natural cast aluminum
finish, a double Product ACC. It features a chrome finish, a 6-rib clutch pulley, and It features a
natural aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a chrome finish, a double V-groove clutch, and
Product ACB. It features a black powder coat finish, a double V-groove It features a chrome
finish, a 8-rib clutch pulley, and It features a black powder coat finish, a 8-rib clutch It features a
polished aluminum finish, a 8-rib clutch Product Product B They are manufactured from
high-grade Billet Specialties universal ball-milled polished billet aluminum plug wire looms for
big and small block engines. They feature a unique two-piece design, and adjustable mounting
tabs that attach to the base of the valve Billet Specialties large oval smooth billet aluminum air
cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable
standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. Billet Specialties universal
smooth polished billet aluminum plug wire looms for big and small block engines. They feature
a unique two-piece design, and adjustable mounting tabs that attach to the base of the valve
cover This Billet Specialties 10" x 3" round ball milled polished billet aluminum air cleaner is
designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable standard size
filter element and stainless steel Billet Specialties large oval ball-milled billet aluminum air
cleaner is designed to fit standard 4-barrel carburetors and includes an easily replaceable
standard size filter element and stainless steel mounting hardware. Close Notification. Toll Free
1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select Model All Models. Products Categories All
Categories. View As: Grid Detail. Copper 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating. Black 11 Oz Hi Heat Coating.
Pint Bottle. All Categories. General Information. If you continue to have problems with this form,
please contact us during normal business hours. When it comes to classic American
automobile manufacture, the name of Dodge is one that will be mentioned time and again by
connoisseurs. The Dodge brand is seen by many to represent the American car at its grittiest. It
may not be as sleek as an Italian auto or as refined as a German one, but take it to the road and
you will see its strengths
2007 dodge charger owners manual
jetta fuel pump relay location
60 powerstroke cab removal
in practice. It is the kind of car that will not quit, and for that reason is favored by many a driver
who has a lot of traveling to do and does not want to have to keep updating their car. Of course,
it is an unavoidable fact that even if you have a reliable, durable car that takes everything
thrown at it and responds by asking for more, some faults can develop which in time will lead to
the car needing work. This need for work can be forestalled or at least delayed by the presence
of a good service manual. If you have a repair guide for your Dodge, you will be able to
recognize when it needs work and whether that work is something you can do yourself or
something for which it will need to be taken to the garage. The best way to go about this is to
pick up a free downloadable service manual on this site. After downloading it you can print the
manual off and have a reliable repair guide which will allow you to keep your Dodge on the road
for as long as you see fit. Browse by Catagory.

